Peripheral contributions to the mechanical hyperalgesia following a lumbar 5 spinal nerve lesion in rats.
Using lumbar 5 (L5) dorsal root rhizotomy-bearing rats, we examined the extent to which L5 spinal nerve lesion (SNL)-induced mechanical hyperalgesia was governed by two peripheral components, that is Wallerian degeneration (WD) and peripherally-propagating injury discharge (PID). The contribution of WD to SNL-induced hyperalgesia was studied by excluding PID with lidocaine treatment that blocked nerve conduction temporarily, but completely at the time of injury, whereas PID was examined separately by using brief tetanic electrical stimulation of the spinal nerve mimicking PID. Following the disappearance of L5 rhizotomy-induced transient hyperalgesia, L5 SNL resulted in long-lasting mechanical hyperalgesia as early as one day post-SNL despite a PID block, highlighting the role of WD. In a comparative experiment, a delayed onset of hyperalgesia (7 days) was measured in L3 rhizotomy-bearing rats following L3 SNL with a PID block, in which injured fiber (L3) was separated from intact fibers (L4 and L5) anatomically until they meet at the peripheral terminals, supporting the importance of interactions between degenerating and adjacent intact fibers for WD-induced hyperalgesia. Tetanic electrical stimulation of decentralized L5 spinal nerve resulted in mechanical hyperalgesia developing within 1 day and persisting for 7 days. This hyperalgesia was prevented by lidocaine blockade of the L5 nerve, and was unaffected by lidocaine blockades of the central inputs from L3 and L4 fibers during L5 nerve stimulation, suggesting the mediation of PID-induced hyperalgesia by sensitization, not activation, of peripheral terminals of adjacent intact afferents. The similar hyperalgesia was also observed following electrical stimulation of decentralized L3 spinal nerve. Prior elimination of L4 C-fibers by local capsaicin prevented hyperalgesia induced either by L5 SNL with a PID block or by L5 nerve stimulation. These results suggest that neighboring C-afferents remaining intact after partial nerve injury play a critical role in the development of mechanical hyperalgesia through interaction with degenerating afferents, and also via peripheral sensitization by PID.